20th Century Correspondence School

The Art of Shaving: Shaving Made Easy - What the man who shaves ought
to know.
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From the Preface. He offers his own razor, glass, soap, brush and towels, which may be kept
scrupulously clean and sanitary, thus avoiding the constant threat of infection.. The object of
this little book is to furnish clear and full information regarding the art of shaving. There is
absolutely no lengthy wait for the decision of " Following the first cost of the outfit there is
nothing to pay out, either for services or " Advantages, indeed, seem to be wholly with the man
who shaves himself. In the first place the shaving is done in the personal privacy if his own
room.. There are few men who usually do not experience pretty much problems in shaving
themselves with the right razor, and several who, after a few unsuccessful attempts, give it up in
despair and visit the barber shop.ideas.. We believe most of these would very much choose to
shave themselves if only they could do as well as a barber.up coming" Almost universally known
to give a far better shave than the modern cassette design safety electric razors, and
resharpenable to boot, the straight is seen by many not just as a nostalgic piece of personal
grooming apparatus, but as an integral part of the daily morning ritual. Thus in point of time,
money and health the person who shaves himself can be a chose gainer." These early years of
the 21st century have seen a resurgence in the use of the straight razor, the dreaded "cutthroat". Where once lathering up before a mirror with a brush of badger was viewed as
something "older guys do", appreciation of the straight razor shave has arrive full circle." It
offers found itself to end up being the Great Manifesto of the Shaving Renaissance. This book,
initial penned in 1905 by an unknown writer for an obscure correspondence course company in
the usa, has finally discovered its place. " Get back to basics, learn the manly art of shaving.
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Very simple, but better options. An interesting consider the basics of straight razor shaving, but
not enough depth to make it worthwhile. The reserve only spends in regards to a web page on
each subject matter and often tells you something important in regards to a tool, like how
exactly to judge the quality of a razor, but doesn't let you know what that difference is certainly
you are searching for, i. That publication is also about doubly big and some bucks cheaper. use a
microscope to determine quality, however, not what a great or bad razor would look like with a
microscope. Because it is a century old it doesn't tell you anything about current brands and
products on the market today. Gives a nice explanation of the measures to a straight razor shave
with photos. Overall more interesting for historical worth then to greatly help a beginner get
yourself a great grasp on right razor shaving today. I believe the book "Leisureguy's guide to
Gourmet Shaving" is usually an improved book for someone interested in wet shaving. Two Stars
useless Straight Shaving, an instructional!e. Great Book On Straight Razor Shaving Great book
that presents the strategy to use a straight razor to shave but I actually mostly first got it as a
novelty item. I love reading older text with the various writing design that was used around the
switch of the century. Really worth the time and money. Almost unreadable (Kindle Edition) And
unbelievable quantity of spelling errors. Occasionally so many in a paragraph the paragraph is
usually is completely unreadable.Most chapter titles are in the center of a paragraph plus some
or jumble of letters figures and symbols that is totally unreadable. Classic Like going back in
time. This book was written greater than a century ago, and its advice stands the test of time
such as for example to be a standard text. If you're going to shave with a straight razor, (get a
Great one) don't purchase cheep. Get a good quality razor! You will not regret it. Thank you. Four
Stars Great images but really YouTube is the better source. A classic.g. Must have My husband
wished to start using a straight blade so I got him this book. I now have less nicks and irritation.
oils) that either don't work or work against the shaving procedure. It is AMAZING! Useful and
historical info. Highly recommend if you are not used to the straight razor Five Stars Ideal for my
use It is a very nice reserve with awesome photographs I bought my husband a right razor for
Christmas which book to go along with. Taught me some stuff I didn’t understand, explained
some stuff I did so know.He liked it very much Kindle version is a very poor, partially illegible
scan As other review articles have stated, the kindle edition of the book is very near unreadable
due the scanning mistakes and insufficient any editing what so ever after scanning. Diagrams
are either missing or badly labeled. I honestly can't recommend spending any money on the
kindle version because it obfuscates what little information this book does contain.Many
diagrams or missing & most descriptions of diagrams or unreadable Among the best books I ever
bought Among the best books We ever bought. It gives updated info and indepth knowledge for
wet shaving, nonetheless it doesn't cover right razors in depth, only safety electric razors. It is an
extremely nice book with amazing photographs. Very interesting continue reading teaching the
average man the benefits and methods of wet straight shaving. Quite informative and helpful.
Dispelled a whole lot of myths which have saved me big money I'd have wasted on products (e.
It told me exactly what I needed to know. You may find a video even more useful but it was neat
to learn a few of the information that's lost today with $5 - 4 blade disposable razor cartridges.
Essential reading for everyone Great education.
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